Institutions for Undergraduate Study in the US

American University – Washington, DC
Offers Arabic major, Arabic minor
https://www.american.edu/cas/wlc/languages/arabic.cfm

University of Arizona – Phoenix, AZ
Offers Arabic major, participates in Arabic Flagship Program
https://www.arizona.edu/degree-search/majors/arabic

Baylor University – Waco, TX
Offers Arabic major, Arabic minor
https://www.baylor.edu/mlc/index.php?id=944887

Brigham Young University – Provo, UT
Offers Arabic major, Arabic minor, participates in Arabic Flagship Program
https://ane.byu.edu/arab/

Brown University – Providence, RI
Offers Middle East Studies concentration with Arabic language classes
https://watson.brown.edu/cmes/

California State University, San Bernardino – San Bernardino, CA
Offers Arabic major, Arabic minor, Arabic certificate
https://www.csusb.edu/world-languages-and-literatures/undergraduate/majors/ba-arabic

California University of Pennsylvania – California, PA (online)
Offers Arabic major, Arabic certificate

University of California in Los Angeles – Los Angeles, CA
Offers Arabic major, Arabic and Islamic Studies minor
https://nelc.ucla.edu/arabic/
University of Cincinnati – Cincinnati, OH
Offers Arabic major, Arabic minor, and Arabic certificate
https://www.artsci.uc.edu/departments/rall/undergrad/arabic.html

Cornell University – Ithaca, NY
Offers Arabic minor
https://as.cornell.edu/major_minor_gradfield/arabic

Columbia University
Offers Middle Eastern, South Asian, and African Studies Major with language component
https://mesaas.columbia.edu/language-programs/arabic/

Dartmouth College – Hanover, NH
Offers Arabic minor
https://mes.dartmouth.edu/undergraduate/about-program

Emory University – Atlanta, GA
Offers Arabic major, Arabic minor
http://mesas.emory.edu/home/undergraduate/majors/arabic.html

University of Florida – Gainesville, FL
Offers Arabic major, Arabic minor
https://catalog.ufl.edu/UGRD/colleges-schools/UGLAS/FAR_BA/

University of Georgia – Athens, GA
Offers Arabic major
https://majors.admissions.uga.edu/

Georgetown University – Washington, DC
Offers Arabic major, Arabic minor, Arabic certificate
https://arabic.georgetown.edu/

George Washington University – Washington, DC
Offers Arabic major, Arabic minor
https://cnelc.columbian.gwu.edu/arabic
Hunter College – New York, NY
Offers Arabic major, Arabic minor, January in Jordan program
http://www.hunter.cuny.edu/classics/arabic/arabic-major

Indiana University – Bloomington, IN
Participates in Arabic Flagship program
https://arabic.indiana.edu/

University of Maryland College Park – College Park, MD
Offers Arabic major, Arabic minor, participates in Arabic Flagship Program
https://sllc.umd.edu/fields/arabic

University of Michigan – Ann Arbor, MI
Offers Arabic sub-major
https://lsa.umich.edu/middleeast/undergraduates/major.html

Michigan State University – East Lansing, MI
Offers Arabic major, Arabic minor
https://lilac.msu.edu/arabic/

University of Mississippi – Oxford, MS
Offers Arabic major, Arabic minor, participates in Arabic Flagship Program
https://olemiss.edu/academics/programs/liberal-arts/ba-arabic

Montclair State University – Montclair, NJ
Offers Arabic major, Arabic minor
https://www.montclair.edu/modern-languages-and-literatures/programs-of-study/arabic/

New York University – New York, NY
Offers Near Eastern and Islamic Studies major with Arabic language courses
https://as.nyu.edu/meis/language-programs/arabic.html
University of Notre Dame – Notre Dame, IN
Offers Arabic major
https://arabic.nd.edu/undergraduate-program/

University of North Georgia, Dahlonega Campus – Dahlonega, GA
Offers Arabic minor, Arabic concentration
https://ung.edu/degrees/bachelors/modern-languages-arabic.php

The Ohio State University – Columbus, OH
Offers Arabic major
http://undergrad.osu.edu/majors-and-academics/majors/detail/15

The University of Oklahoma – Norman, OK
Offers Arabic major
https://www.ou.edu/admissions/academics/arts-sciences/arabic

University of Pittsburg – Pittsburgh, PA
Offers Arabic certificate
https://www.academics.pitt.edu/programs/arabic-language-linguistics

Princeton University – Princeton, NJ
Offers Arabic certificate
https://nesp.princeton.edu/programs/arabic-language-studies

Temple University – Philadelphia, PA
Offers Arabic minor, Arabic certificate
https://bulletin.temple.edu/undergraduate/liberal-arts/arabic/arabic-minor/

University of Texas - Austin – Austin, TX
Offers Arabic concentration, participates in Arabic Flagship program
https://liberalarts.utexas.edu/mes/undergraduate/index.php

Tufts University – Medford, MA
Offers Arabic major, Arabic minor
https://admissions.tufts.edu/discover-tufts/academics/majors-and-minors/
Virginia Tech – Blacksburg, VA
Offers Arabic major, Arabic minor
https://liberalarts.vt.edu/academics/majors-and-minors/arabic-major.html

William & Mary – Williamsburg, VA
Offers Arabic minor
https://www.wm.edu/as/modernlanguages/arabic/index.php

Western Kentucky University – Bowling Green, KY
Offers Arabic major, Arabic minor
https://www.wku.edu/modernlanguages/arabic/index.php

University of Wisconsin-Madison – Madison, WI
Offers Middle East Studies certificate, African Cultural Studies major with courses in Arabic
https://languages.wisc.edu/languages/arabic/

Bowdoin College – Brunswick, ME
Offers Arabic minor
https://www.bowdoin.edu/arabic/requirements/index.html

Claremont McKenna College – Claremont, CA
Offers Middle Eastern Studies major with Arabic language courses

Cleveland State University – Cleveland, OH
Offers Arabic major, Arabic minor
https://class.csuohio.edu/world-languages/arabic-and-middle-eastern-studies

Colgate University – Hamilton, NY
Offers Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies major and minor Arabic language courses
https://www.colgate.edu/academics/departments-programs/program-middle-eastern-and-islamic-studies
Davidson College – Davidson, NC
Offers Arabic major, Arabic minor
https://www.davidson.edu/academic-departments/arab-studies/major-and-minor

Pomona College – Claremont, CA
Offers Middle Eastern Studies major and minor with Arabic courses
https://www.pomona.edu/academics/majors/middle-eastern-studies

Portland State University – Portland, OR
Offers Arabic major, Arabic minor
https://www.pdx.edu/world-languages/arabic#:~:text=We%20offer%20Bachelor%20of,Education%20in%20Pedagogy%20in%20World%20Languages

Smith College – Northampton, MA
Offers Arabic minor
https://www.smith.edu/academics/middle-east-studies

Swarthmore College – Swarthmore, PA
Offers Arabic minor
https://www.swarthmore.edu/arabic

Trinity College – Hartford, CT
Offers Arabic minor
https://www.trincoll.edu/language-culture-studies/arabic/

Wellesley College – Wellesley, MA
Offers Middle Eastern Studies major and minor with Arabic classes, Arabic concentration
https://www.wellesley.edu/mes/majorminor

Wesleyan University – Middletown, CT
Offers Arabic concentration
https://www.wesleyan.edu/mes/index.html
Williams College – Williamstown, MA
Offers Arabic certificate
https://arabic.williams.edu/

Binghamton University – Binghamton, NY
Offers Arabic major
https://www.binghamton.edu/

Northern Virginia Community College – VA
Offers Arabic language classes
https://courses.vccs.edu/colleges/nova/courses/ARA-Arabic

Community College of Philadelphia
Offers intermediate Arabic language classes
https://www.ccp.edu/college-catalog/course-offerings/all-courses/arab-201-intermediate-arabic

Five College Consortium – Amherst College, Hampshire College, Mount Holyoke College, Smith College, UMass Amherst
Offers Arabic language classes across five campuses, Arabic concentration
https://www.fivecolleges.edu/academics/arabic-language-initiative

Tri-Co – Haverford College, Bryn Mawr, Swarthmore (and U Penn)
Offers courses in Arabic
https://www.brynmawr.edu/arabic
https://catalog.haverford.edu/programs/arabic-tri-co/
https://www.swarthmore.edu/arabic